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uneekly woven
by connie laizure

finished dimensions
8.5" wide x 70" long, excluding fringe and after 
finishing.
10." wide x 100" long, on loom.

yarn
Urth Harvest Worsted
(100% Extrafine Superwash Merino 220 yds / 100 g)
 1 skein, shown in color Black Grape

Urth Uneek Worsted
(100% Extrafine Superwash Merino 220 yds / 100 g)
 1 skein, shown in color 4019

sett
8 epi x 8 ppi

equipment
10" or wider rigid heddle loom
8 dent heddle
2 stick shuttles

notions
waste yarn, fringe twister (optional)
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directions
Warping
Set your warping peg approximately 100" from 
the back of your loom and direct warp using Urth 
Harvest Worsted. 

The completed warp will be approximately 80 ends / 
40 loops wide.
Note: it’s not important that this is exact for this scarf.

Weaving
Weave 1- 2" of waste yarn before continueing in plain 
weave. 

Continue weaving with Urth Uneek Worsted until all 
of the yarn is used*. End by weaving 1-2" of waste 
yarn before cutting off the loom.

*when winding the Uneek yarn onto your stick 
shuttles, wind half onto one shuttle and then half 
onto a second shuttle and begin weaving with the 
second shuttle first. This will preserve the color 
striping pattern as you weave. 

Finishing
Twist your fringe in bundles of 4 ends using a fringe 
twister, or knot them in bundles of 4 if prefered.

Handwash the finished weaving, blot with a towel to 
damp and dry in the dryer on low. Press with an iron 
trim fringes even.

pattern notes:
You could also use Urth Uneek Fingering and Harvest Fingering if you wanted to weave a lighter weight scarf! Note 
that your stripes will be narrower if you weave these yarns.

To do this: warp on a 12 dent heddle instead of an 8 dent for 10” wide (approximately 120 ends / 60 loops wide). All 
other instructions are the same!


